Oracle 1Z0-526 Exam
Volume: 69 Questions

Question No : 1
A Rank measure is _____________
A. Defined in the presentation layer only
B. Defined on a Logical table and referenced in the presentation layer
C. Defined in the on a physical table and referenced in the logical and presentation layers
D. computed in the ETL process
Answer: B

Question No : 2
What are two common issues that prevent successful aggregate table processing?
A. Aggregation content is not specified correctly.
B. Aggregate dimension sources are physically joined to aggregate fact table sources at the same level
C. A dimensional source exists at the same level as a fact table source
D. Aggregate dimension sources do not contain a column that maps to the primary key of the dimension
hierarchy level
E. The number of elements are specified for the dimension hierarchy levels
Answer: A,D

Question No : 3
Which two statements are accurate descriptions of the oracle BI configuration files?
A. NQServer.log records information about query results.
B. NQQuery.log specifies which repositories to load and whether to enable or disable query caching
C. NQSconfig.ini contains metadata that represents the analytical model and is divided into three layers
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D. The name of the web catalog to use is specified in the instanceconfig.xlm file on the web server
E. DBfeatures.ini is used by BI server to optimize query generation.
Answer: D,E

Question No : 4
ABC wants to track the difference between the amount billed and the amount collected from its customers
for every quarter. Which of the following methods would NOT be used in this situation?
A. Create a new logical column in the business model
B. Create a new column in the presentation layer
C. Use existing physical columns as objects in a formula
D. Create the calculation wizard to create a new column Comparing two existing column
E. Create a new physical column using the calculation wizard
Answer: E

Question No : 5
Which of the following NEVER uses initialization blocks to initialize its values?
A. static repository variable
B. dynamic repository variable
C. system variable
D. Non-system variable
Answer: A

Question No : 6
Which tree of the following can be done using the expression builder utility?
A. Synchronize aliases
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B. Copy a business model with a presentation catalog
C. Update the Physical layer
D. Create Aggregations
E. Create physical complex joins
F. Create a calculation measure using existing logical or physical columns as object in formula
Answer: D,E,F

Question No : 7
Which of the following is not true of connection pool?
A. only one connection pool is allowed for each physical layer database
B. you can use XML data by specifying Call interface as XML
C. maximum connection setting is the maximum number of concurrent connections
D. you can set whether the users can share a login
Answer: A

Question No : 8
You have imported the sales aggregate table that is aggregated by period with the lowest granularity of
month. After saving the repository and then restarting the appropriate server, you can the queries in BI
answers to see the total sales figure for each product line by month. Then you saw that the query was run
against the sales aggregate table and not the sales details table. Then you ran the queries to see the total
sales figure for each product line by day. What would you see in the log for the latest query?
A. The query uses the sales detail table
B. The query still uses the sales aggregate table
C. The “select” statement is identical to the one from the previous run
D. The query has not completed successfully
Answer: A
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Question No : 9
Which of the following is one of the Oracle-recommended Analytics implementation leading practice?
A. Use an iterative approach
B. Assign logical column name the same as the physical table column name
C. Make several catalogs map to the several different subject areas
D. There should be 1:1 mapping between physical facts and dimension table and logical fact and
dimension table
E. Define expression and keys when setting a complex join in a business model
Answer: A

Question No : 10
When double-clicking ABC.rpd in th eBI server repository directory, It displays the message, The
repository “ABC.rpd” can only be opened as Read-Only. Do you want to open it?” which two statements
are true about the message?
A. Oracle BI Server is running
B. Oracle BI presentation services service is running
C. ABC.rpd is default repository specified in the NQSConfig.ini
D. ABC.rpd is a special repository that can only be opened in online mode.
Answer: A,C

Question No : 11
Which two of the following are ways to add a briefing book?
A. from the admin page under activities, select schedule briefing book
B. from the bottom of the dashboard page, click the add to briefing book button.
C. from oracle BI delivers, select New briefing book
D. Click the add to briefing book link that appears with an individual request on the dashboard.
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Answer: B,D

Question No : 12
Which three of the following are true of a cache hit? (Choose Three)
A. when caching is enabled, each query is evaluated to see if it qualifies for a cache hit
B. A cache hit means that the server went to the database because the conditions were not met
C. If the metadata shows a cache hit, the results are retuned by the server without accessing the
database
D. The cache file produced the same results even when the underlying database tables are updated with
new values
E. A cache hit occurs when the query is at the same or lover level than the cache
Answer: A,C,D

Question No : 13
To set the number of elements at each level of a dimension, which number would you use?
A. the number of columns in a logical table
B. the number of levels in a dimension
C. the number of dimensions in a business model
D. The number of tables in a physical model
E. the number of distinct rows in physical column
Answer: E

Question No : 14
The BI server architect has created two more logical columns in the business models and mapping layer
and dragged then to the presentation layer. She saved the repository and restarted BI server and web
service. When she opens the web catalog, she does not see the new columns that she created in the
repository. Which two of the following could she do?
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A. In analytics web, click the “reload server metadata” Link
B. Open the analytics administration tool and save the repository again
C. Open the analytics administration tool and check in all objects
D. Restart the oracle BI presentation services service
Answer: A,D

Question No : 15
Which two statements about filters are TRUE?
A. filters are applied on a column-level basis.
B. table level filter prompts can be added to a request.
C. Saved requests may be used as filters.
D. The SQL within a specific request cannot be edited.
Answer: A,C

Question No : 16
In which Oracle-recommended implementation stage would you gather business requirements?
A. Define
B. Discover
C. Design
D. Build
E. Validate
F. Deploy
Answer: A
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Question No : 17
You want to compare the % increase / Decrease in sales figure for each of your real estate agents in each
district from a year ago. Which of the following would best suit your need?
A. Aliases of fact tables
B. Slowly changing dimensions
C. Aggregate tables
D. Extension tables
E. Header and details data
Answer: A

Question No : 18
ABC wants to see total products by region by year without doing run-time calculation, Which two of the
following would ABC use to solve this business challenge?
A. Create physical tables in a data source that store pre-calculated measures for grouping of data
B. build aggregates for all possible level combinations
C. build an aggregate for a fact source only
D. build aggregates for both dimension and fact sources
Answer: A,D

Question No : 19
Which two of the following could be the disadvantages of implementing query caching?
A. Improved performance
B. Potential for cached results being stale
C. Disk space for the cache
D. Increased network traffic
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E. Reduction in BI server processing overhead
Answer: B,C

Question No : 20
ABC would like to see salesperson revenue by regional revenue to calculate the regional revenue each
salesperson generates. Which of the following will ABC use to calculate that?
A. Rank measure
B. Percentage measure
C. Share measure
D. Grand total measure
Answer: C

Question No : 21
Which two of the following are true regarding the aggregate Persistence Wizard?
A. It automates the creation and initial population of aggregates.
B. It is can be used to persist dynamic repository variables to the back end database.
C. It can be used to configure the BI server metadata layer.
D. It can be used to configure Dashboards.
E. It can be used to configure Answer Report
Answer: A,C

Question No : 22
What can be used to model a schema in which the dimensions and the fact have a manyto-many
relationship?
A. complex join
B. Aggregate table
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C. Helper table
D. Bridge Table
Answer: D

Question No : 23
The saved selections options within dashboards allow you to ____________, ______ And
A. switch between saved selections
B. save selection for yourself
C. import saved selections from and excel spreadsheet
D. Write saved selections to an excel spreadsheet for import into other applications
E. save selections for another user
Answer: A,B,E

Question No : 24
Which of the following is NOT true of consistency check?
A. It guarantees that the business model is correctly built
B. You can check the whole repository’s consistency or just a business model’s consistency
C. If finds logical columns that are not mapped to physicals sources
D. It checks for undefined logical join conditions
Answer: A

Question No : 25
You would like to plot two sets of number to see the correlation between two variables. Which of the
following charts would best suit your needs?
A. Bar Charts
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B. Area Charts
C. Pareto Charts
D. Scatter Charts
E. Radar Charts
Answer: D

Question No : 26
Which two of the following are not recommended when working with the catalog manager?
A. Give every user the access to catalog manger
B. Install catalog manger on windows
C. Modify the web catalog in the online mode
D. stop the oracle BI presentation services before opening the analytics catalog manager
E. Stop the oracle BI server
Answer: A,C

Question No : 27
If you wish to drill down on a column heading, where would you add this functionality?
A. Select column properties and choose the column format tab
B. Modify the physical Layer of the rpd
C. Edit the Column Formula
D. Select Column Properties and Choose the Conditional Format Tab
Answer: A

Question No : 28
How are project conflicts resolved in a multi-user development environment?
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